Election Day Slate: **Vote Nov 4th!**

**US Senate**
- Kay Hagan

**NC Supreme Court**
- Cheri Beasley
- Sam Ervin IV
- Robin Hudson
- Mark Martin (chief)

**NC Court of Appeals**
- John Arrowood
- Mark Davis
- Lucy Inman

**Congress CD 12**
- Alma Adams
- Mecklenburg Co.
  - Comm. At-Large
  - Pat Cotham
  - Trevor Fuller
- Mecklenburg Co.
  - Comm. D1
  - Leonard Richardson
- Mecklenburg Co.
  - Comm. D2
  - Vilma Leake

**NC House HD 106**
- Carla Cunningham

**NC House HD 88**
- Margie Storch

**NC House HD 98**
- Natasha Marcus

**NC Senate SD 38**
- Joel Ford
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